
Introducing the
220 Litre Ultimate Grit Bin

With 13 new benefits to you

If you require more information call us on: 0800 585501

Moisture control 
seal to keep your salt 

dry ensuring it is quick  
& easy to spread

Durable “GRIT/SALT” legend 
to ensure easy identification of 
contents

Multiple  
locking options  
to prevent pilfering 

using either our  
rust-proof long shackle 

padlock in the centre 
locking position or your 
own standard padlock 
in either of the clamps

Keep a convenient collapsible shovel 
to hand – attaches to lid with clip

All round lifting handle for easy 
lifting (for use when bin is empty)

Store everything you need securely 
in the built in storage compartment. 
Ideal for storing hi-visibility vests and 
gloves to ensure the user stays safe

Reflective hi-visibility decals to 
ensure the bin is seen by pedestrians 
or vehicles

Clear scale on side of bin allows easy identification of how 
much salt you need to order. (Scale is in Litres & KG). Each 

of our bags of salt weighs 25KG
Save storage space with the option to stack  
when not in use

Re-enforced forklift recesses allow 
easy manoeuvrability

Manual Handling/
Gritting Best 

Practice Guide  
to reduce risk of 

injury to the user and 
increase efficiency

Robust design 
weighing 20KG to 

ensure durability

Built in lid stops secure the lid in a 
“hands free” upright position. Lid 
can also be opened fully if needed

EXCLUSIVE
PRODUCT



If you require more information call us on: 0800 585501

What did  
customers  
tell us?

Issue: Salt gets damp and solidifies

Create a “moisture control system”59%
of customers

Issue: Bins can be damaged and not 
durable enough28%

of customers
Design in durability and weight to 
the bin

Issue: Lock ability to prevent pilfering38%
of customers

Offer multiple locking options
We know that our best innovation 
ideas come from our customers. We 
are spending more and more time 
with our customers to identify areas of 
opportunity to improve their daily tasks. 
When we asked 215 winter product 
customers their opinions, they told us 
the following;

Available as a complete kit or individually

Don’t forget to order your salt; 25KG De-icing salt – Style No. ICE3

Item Style No.

220L Capacity Grit Bin - COMPLETE KIT  GRIT11

220L Capacity Grit Bin - COMPLETE KIT with 10x White Salt WINTER16 
220L Capacity Grit Bin GRIT10 
Reflective Decal Kit GRIT12

 
Space Saving Shovel SK1

 Hi-Vis Vest (Size M-XXL) 8616901
 Thermal Gloves  (Size 8-10) 8622201

 Rust-Proof Long Shackle Padlock GRIT13

Other Colour options available:
(Minimum order quantity of 20 applies) Note: Lid & Bin body can be 2 different colours


